
 

La Datcha 
Superyacht Luxury Escape 



La Datcha 

A brand-new global explorer superyacht combines on-board luxury with incomparable  
on-the-water capability.  

Built to withstand the harshest of environments and reach the most remote of destinations, 
La Datcha comes with two commercially certified and operated helicopters – helping guests 
get to the places others can’t – and a three-person submersible for exploring beneath the 
water’s surface. 



A Superyacht in Every Sense 

La Datcha stands out with true purpose-built expedition capability and its unique La Datcha 
Expedition Yacht 77 design pedigree by top luxury yacht builder Amels and Damen. Guests 
can safely enjoy the most spectacular Arctic and Antarctic landscapes thanks to Ice Class 
and IMO Polar Code engineering. 25 crew members are there to assist guests in any way 
they can.  

The yacht features helicopter hangars, a dive center and decompression chamber, and 
carries a submersible, two wave-runners and two snow-scooters. With its enhanced fuel 
tanks and improved garbage management system, La Datcha Expedition Yacht 77 can 
maintain autonomy at sea for up to 40 days!  



Your Heli-Ski Escape 

With two commercially licenced ‘Eurocopters’ at your disposal, the mountains are more 
accessible here than in most resorts. With unfettered helicopter access, the lifts are always 
open and they run to your schedule. 

Whether you’re looking to tackle the peaks as they rise from the Fjords or even ski down the 
side of a dormant volcano, the slopes are never far away, the only decision is where to go. 



 



On-board 

La Datcha offers luxury accommodation for up to 12 guests across six elegant cabins, 
including two masters and one VIP.  

Her interiors are timeless, in muted shades, offering a relaxing sanctuary after a busy day of 
polar exploration. 

Stay comfortable with the yacht’s active stabilization system. Its custom interior design 
features the finest luxury quality and modern style by Amels and Damen. Full height windows 
of the observation lounge, main saloon and the owner’s suite let you enjoy the stunning 
views, while the observation deck creates an ideal spot for uninterrupted panoramas.  



Accommodation 



Time to Relax 

Spend a romantic tropical night on the sun deck, listening to the waves softly breaking over 
the reef. Or under the Arctic’s midnight sun, celebrate the day’s discoveries with a warm dip 
in the Jacuzzi.  

There is a Jacuzzi on deck, or guests can visit the wellness centre to warm up in the Turkish 
Hammam, take an invigorating shower under the ice fountain, or unwind with a massage in 
the dedicated treatment room.  



Escape to the Snow 

Bering Sea, Russian Far East: April - June 

The Russian Far East is a vast, wild and magnificent wilderness that has the feel of one of the 
world‘s last true frontiers. Sparsely populated, covered in rugged mountains and dotted with 
hundreds of volcanoes with thousands of kilometres of pristine coastline to explore this is 
the perfect destination for yacht-based heli-skiing. 

Stretching north from the tip of Japan, the Kuril archipelago connects to the Kamchatkan 
Peninsula and then on to Chukotka and the Bering Strait. Throughout you can enjoy long first 
descents in crisp, dry Siberian powder stretching from the tip of active volcanoes right down 
to the coast whilst spotting brown bears, polar bears, walrus and whales amongst the rich 
and unspoilt wildlife 

Antarctica, Ross Sea: December - February 

The Antarctic summer is the perfect time to explore the White Continent when the midnight 
sun allows the sea ice to break up and access to the Antarctic coastline becomes possible. 
Cruising down the Antarctic Peninsula you’ll have the opportunity to witness jaw dropping 
landscapes and spot a multitude of different whale species whilst getting a close up view of 
leopard seals and vast penguin colonies. 

La Datcha’s helicopters allow access to untouched slopes and sensational skiing as well as 
unreachable landscapes inland such as the continent’s vast glaciers. The onboard 
submersible opens a window to the thriving wildlife that inhabit the icy depths and a 
different, rarely seen perspective on this most remote of destinations. 



Bask in the Sun 

Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu  

With few roads, use powerful tenders to navigate up river. Explore the dances, attire and 
customs developed over 30,000 years.  

Micronesia, Southeast Asia  

Dive Earth’s greatest concentration of ocean biomass with beautiful waters, stunning reefs 
and atolls. By heading off the beaten track, you may well discover the next top dive spots 
before anyone else. 

Explore the undersea paradise from a three-seat submersible.  



 



Main characteristics: 

Builder: Damen Yachting 

LOA: 77.00m / 252’72 

Crew: 25 

Built: 2020 

Accommodation: 12 guests 

Cabin configuration: 2 masters,  
4 convertible cabins 

Speed: 14.5 knots 

 

Tender: 

1 x VIP tender/rescue boat 

1 x Dive support tender 

1 x Beach lander tender 

2 x Expedition RIBSTOYS 

1 x submersible 3 pax* 

2 X B3 Eurocopter helicopters* 

2 Snow scooters 

4 x Waverunners 

3 x Seabobs 

Kayaks 

SUPS 

Surfboard 

Windsurf and kitesurf gear 

Water slide 

Fat wheels bicycles 

 

 

Wellness: 

Turkish hammam 

Indoor JacuzziIce fountain 

Massage/treatment room 

 

Features: 

2 x Master cabins 

2 x Commercially certified & operated 
helicopters 

1 Submersible 

1 External Jacuzzi 

Gym 

9m above water observation lounge 

Fully certified dive centre 

Ice class for safe polar expedition 

Elevator serving 4 decks 

Zero speed stabilizers 

State of the art audio visual system 

 

 

*Available at additional cost on request. Limited 
helicopter inclusion with heli-ski packages 

La Datcha Specification 



About Oxford Ski Company 

 

 

Oxford Ski Company, a specialist luxury travel 
agency, was founded by Rupert Longsdon in 1998 
and along with Mark Gibbins, Managing Director, 

and our specialist team, we've been providing the 
ultimate, tailor-made skiing holidays ever since. 

We spent years running several of the Alps' first 
luxury catered chalets and have since devoted the 

last decade to acting purely as an expert agent, 
establishing ourselves as an unrivalled authority on 

the best skiing and winter holidays available. 

 

For further information about La Datcha, please 
contact a member of the team who will be more 

than happy to assist you however possible: 

 

inspire@oxfordski.com 

 

+44 (0)1993 899420  



 


